






























???The Horizon of Impostor?s Mystic Vision???
SHIODA Tsutomu?
Abstract
 Fujieda Shizuo wrote a novel dealing with his private life with realistic description since he looked up Shiga Naoya and 
Takii Kosaku as his teachers and followed their autobiographical, realist method.
 However, suddenly there entered into Fujieda?s postwar novels absurd narrative dimensions which created strange stylistic 
mixtures between the fact and fiction. All the characters and occurrences now had lost their solid ontological grounds and had 
become mere ?signifiants? without archetypes or identities to return to.
 Earlier critical literature has given some reasons for Fujieda?s stylistic transformation where fiction and fact merged. They 
argued almost without exception that Fujieda adopted this method to examine his own self from still more profound layers of 
consciousness.
 This article attempts to clarify not subjective reasons, rather tries to discover a certain socio-historico factor which caused 
his stylistic transformation, and found that Renunciation of Divinity of Emperor Showa, declared in ????, was a decisive moment 
that made Fujieda introduce an absurd dimension into his till then realistic realm. 
 Denshin Yuraku, as a result, created a strange world where everything is nothing but a copy and there is no original. This 
originated initially from a Buddhist vision based on mysticism, but strangely enough, the world of the novel ?written in ????? 
turned out to be very close to the postmodern situation defined by Baudrillard?s Simulacrum and Simulation of ????. Therefore, 
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